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L’Osservatore Lancastriano
 President's Message 

  

 

  

Ciao Amici, 

  

It was an honor to represent the Lancaster 

Italian Cultural Society when presenting a 

check for $3,230.00 to the representative of the 

Pennsylvania Wounded Warriors, Inc.  

 

Many thanks to Ann Marie Petrone, her 

committee, and all who attended and 

participated in the 15th Anniversary 

celebration to raise #3,000 for this very 

worthwhile project.  An additional $230.00 

was collected at the Oldies Dance in June. 

  

The Multi-Cultural event held at the Lancaster 

Liederkranz on June 15
th

 was a huge success. 

Everyone that attended had a great time. The 

bag pipes and the dancers stole the show and 

the food was terrific.  Thanks to all who 

volunteered to make the day special. 

  

Summer is here...drive safely and stay cool.  

 

The LICS picnic is on September 21
st
 at the 

Liederkranz.  I look  forward to seeing all of 

you there and bring the children and 

grandchildren.  If possible, bring traditional 

Italian dishes and desserts. 

  
 

Sempre Amici, 

 

Charlie Criniti,  President 

 
 

 

 

 

This is the seventeenth in a series on  

the Regions of Italy:  Tuscany 

 

Tuscany (known as Toscana) lies in the central part of 

Italy and has a population of approximately 4 million.  

Its capital is Florence (Firenze) which is also the largest 

of its 10 provinces.  It 

is surrounded by 

major mountain 

chains, the highest of 

which are the 

Apennines and many 

of the largest cities 

lie along the River 

Arno.   

 

Well known as a 

famous tourist 

destination, Tuscany 

is also known for its 

beautiful landscapes, 

traditions, artistic legacy and history.  Its influence on 

world culture is renown and  was the birthplace of the 

Renaissance and home to famous wines such as:  

Chianti, Montepulciano and Brunello di Montalcino.  

Famous cities of this region include: Florence, Pisa, 

Siena and San Gimignano (painted by LICS member 

Fred Rodger).  In 2007, Florence became the 46th most 

visited city in the world! 

 

Earliest records have the area inhabited during the 

period 1350-1150 BC by people called the Apenines.  

City-states developed mirroring the Greek example 

around 700 BC and became home to the cherished 

Etruscan civilization.  The Etruscans are credited with 

creating the first major civilization in this region. They 

grew to inhabit the area between the Arno and Tiber 

rivers until finally succumbing to the Romans in the 1st 

century BC.  It was Rome that established the cities of 

Lucca, Pisa, Siena and Florence and brought new 

redevelopments to the region (roads, aqueducts and 
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much construction) while ensuring tranquility through 

the Pax Romana.  This lasted until the 5th century when 

Rome collapsed. 

 

 Tragically, in 1348, the Black Death, commonly known 

as the plague,  hit Tuscany killing over 50% of the 

population.  Florence alone lost one-third of its people.  

The same plague would again hit Tuscany in 1630. 

 

During the 12th and 13th centuries several powerful 

medieval factions rose. The prominent Medici family 

presided over the Renaissance and Florence became the 

cultural capital of Tuscany.  The family's  legacy can 

still be seen today in the art and architecture of Florence. 

  

The city then went through a series of rulers until Pope 

Clement VII and Charles V appointed Alessandro 

deMedici as the first formal hereditary ruler.  Other 

areas of what is now Tuscany remained under Spanish 

rule until the 16th century when the Medicis annexed 

the Republic of Siena and created the Grand Duchy of 

Tuscany.  In 1737, Tuscany went to Austrian control 

under Empress Maria Theresa until the Napoleonic 

period when France ruled.  The Second Italian War of 

Independence (also called the Franco-Austrian War or 

the Italian War of 1859) was fought by the Second 

French Empire and the Kingdom of Sardinia against the 

Austrian Empire in 1859 and was a key event in the 

unification of Italy.  This event caused a revolution 

which resulted in an election where Tuscany became a 

part of the new Kingdom of Italy.  From 1864 to 1870 

Florence became the second capital of the kingdom.  

  

The region came under Fascist control when Mussolini 

came to power and after his fall in 1943, it became part 

of the Nazi controlled Italian Social Republic.  When 

the Anglo-American forces conquered Italy in 1944, the 

transition to the modern Italian Republic began and 

Tuscany once again became a cultural center.  In 1975, 

Tuscany achieved regional autonomy and remains so 

today. 

 

Tuscany has an immense cultural and artistic heritage as 

expressed in its churches, palaces, galleries, museums, 

villages and piazzas. Indeed, Florence is believed to 

house the largest concentration of Renaissance art and 

architecture in the world including the Pitti Palace, The 

Uffizi and other places where works of da Vinci and 

Michelangelo, Brunelleschi and Donatello among others 

can easily be seen. 

 

Apart from Italian, the people also speak the "dialetto 

toscano", a Tuscan dialect They appreciate music, both 

modern and traditional.  Composers such as Puccini and 

Mascagni produced masterpieces here. The city of 

Arezzo is named after the 11th century monk, Guido 

d'Arezzo, who invented modern musical notation and 

the do-re-mi system of naming notes.  Literature also 

thrives here through several famous writers, the most 

famous of which is Dante. 

 

When it comes to food, simplicity is central to the 

Tuscan cuisine.  Legumes, bread, cheese, vegetables, 

mushrooms and fresh fruit are often used.  Beef of the 

highest quality comes from the Chiana Valley and is 

used for the world famous  Florentine steak.  Of course, 

no reference to Tuscany can be made without 

mentioning Chianti wine, arguably the most well-known 

wine in the world.  So many British tourists come to the 

Chianti area of Tuscany that the locals nicknamed it 

"Chiantishire". 

 

Agriculture products include cereals, potatoes, olives 

and grapes (see the reference to Chianti above).  Rice, 

tobacco, beets and sunflowers also contribute to the 

agri-economy.  As for the industrial sector, it is 

dominated by mining, textiles, chemical/ 

pharmaceuticals, metalworking, steel, glass and 

ceramics.  Crafts of leather and footwear are also well 

known.  Also of note are the marble and paper 

industries. 

 

Between 1851-1860, Tuscany produced two postage 

stamps which are among the most prized stamp issues in 

the world for stamp collectors. 

 

Tourism is very important to the region.  Its many towns 

and cities have great natural and architectural 

significance and beauty.  Agro-tourism is a fast growing 

sector of the economy which helps sustain the many 

family farms. All activities are now sensitive to 

environmental sustainability and the government aids in 

this respect.  

 

Florence is the center of the fashion and textile industry 

which dates back to the 15th century.  Indeed, Italy has 

one of the strongest textile industries in Europe and 

accounts for 1/4 of European production making it the 

third largest supplier of clothing after China and Japan. 
 

 

 

 

NOTICE: 

TO OBTAIN MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION 

OR APPLICATION FORM, PLEASE 

CONTACT: 

 ANITA BOMBERGER  @  569-2724 
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Benvenuto! 

 

Welcome New Members: 

 

Valerio & Kimberly Casonato 

 

Oneida DeLuca & Robert Pozesky and family   

 

Alida Pulsinelli-Rufner and family   

 

Joseph & Rosanne Galante 

 
 

Get Well: 

Sheri Roda 

 

Bravo: 

 

Emily Di Cola was named to the dean’s list at 

Millersville University where her major is social work. 

She is the daughter of Francis and Stephanie Di Cola 

and granddaughter of Quirino and Jennie Di Cola. 

  

Daniel Ricks graduated from 8th grade in Alabama with 

a 4.0+ average and also received a music award. His 

grandparents are Scott and Anita Bomberger. 

  

James J. Lombardo wrote an article in the May 18th 

issue of the Sunday News titled “How Columbus 

Brought Bocce to Lancaster”. 

  

The independent movie “Infernal” was recently filmed 

in Lancaster County and stars Jennifer Gareis. She can 

also be seen on the TV soap opera “The Bold and the 

Beautiful”.  Her parents are John and Dolores Gareis. 

  

Jay Butterfield, a member of the men’s vocal group, 

Alexandria Harmonizers, traveled to Normandy to help 

commemorate the 70th Anniversary of WWII’s 

“Longest Day”. 

  

Christina Handwerk and her mother, Sylvia 

Handwerk, were featured in an article in the Mother’s 

Day Sunday News edition titled “Love is Secret 

Ingredient in Recipes from Mom”.  

 

Sally Delgiorno shared her recipe for “Salami Canapes” 

in the June 1st Sunday News section “The Local 

Flavor”.  

 

 

  

 

 

Rick Delgiorno has been appointed Senior Officer of 

Operations and Services for Temple University Medical 

School & Hospital and Fox Chase Cancer Center in 

Philadelphia. His parents are Dan and Sally Delgiorno. 

  

Susan Delgiorno-Ream earned her Master’s Degree in 

Business and Healthcare from Lebanon Valley College. 

She is the daughter of Dan and Sally Delgiorno. 

 

 

Congratulations to: 
 

 Louis and Jacqueline Zangari on celebrating their 

60th wedding anniversary on June 26th. 
 

 

Condolences to: 
 

 

Nella Seward on the passing of her sister, Franca 

Beumée. 

  

Melina Roda and Family on the passing of her brother, 

Peter J. Segro. 

  

Quirino and Jennie Di Cola on the passing of his aunt, 

Kathryn V. Stumpf. 

  

Patricia Coller on the passing of her brother, Albert M. 

Reusing Jr. 

  

Sandra and George King on the passing of her mother, 

Teresa DeVito. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            
 

 

 

 

 

MEMBERS CORNER 
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Leonardo’s Canal Gates 

Milan was once filled with canals. Much like tollways 

used today for travel and trade, the navigli (canals) were 

used to ship rice to the outer territories and marble from 

the lake quarries into the city centre.  They were of the 

utmost importance to Milan as early as the 12th century. 

Canals were its lifeline and linked the city to 

everywhere else. 150 kilometers of canals, 8300 boats 

and 350,000 tons of merchandise transported a year 

made landlocked Milan the 13th largest and busiest port 

in Italy as recently as the 19th century. 

Ludovico Sforza, Duke of Milan from 1479 to 1508, 

was wise enough to invite Leonardo da Vinci to be the 

State’s war, arms, and engineering consultant for 20 

years. 

While Milan’s canal system existed as early as the 12th 

century, da Vinci took it upon himself to improve its 

locks, which at the time were of the older ‘portcullis’ or 

‘blade’ type that required two men and enormous 

amounts of effort to operate (lifting them vertically, thus 

working against powerful horizontal water pressure). 

Ever the inventor, da Vinci came up with the miter gate, 

which simply and brilliantly works with instead of 

against the natural pressure of the water, so that only 

one person is needed to easily swing the doors open or 

closed. Da Vinci’s invention (two doors that meet at a 

45 degree angle, pointing upstream, with a smaller gated 

culvert for flow) is still in use today. All the massive 

locks on the Panama and Suez canals, for example, are 

miter locks. 

        

The image below is of the lock on the Naviglio Pavese, 

parallel to Via Ascanio Sforza opposite the corner from 

Via Conchetta. The lock, and its da Vinci gates, is 

visible on the left in each photo, just above the water 

line. 

 

 

2014 Scholarship Winners 

 
LICS is proud to announce the winners of the 2014 

Scholarship awards.  Each winner received a $2,000  

check to help with tuition at the college of their choice.  

 

 Checks are payable  to the college and will be applied 

to the first year tuition. 

 

Winners this year are: 
 

Samson Richard Cassel Nucci of Warwick High School 

who wrote an essay on Nicolo Machiaveli.  Samson will 

attend the University of Pittsburgh. 

 

Kaitlyn VanTash of Manheim Township High School 

who wrote on Sicily.  Katilyn will attend Lebanon 

Valley College. 

 

Gary Saporetti of Lancaster Catholic who wrote on the 

Region of Lazio.  Gary will attend Drexel University. 

 

Congratulations to all and best of luck to our 2014 LICS 

Scholarship winners! 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What follows are the three winning essays from our 

2014 Scholarship Awards.  We hope you enjoy 

reading them. 

 

Pictured from left to right: Enrica Gerhart, Scholarship Chair; Samson Richard 
Cassell; Kaitlyn VanTash; Gary Saporetti; Steven Iovino, Scholarship judge 

and David Feruzza, LICS Treasurer 

http://www.italiannotebook.com/places/leonardo-canal-gate/
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Machiavelli  by: Samson Cassel Nucci, Warwick High School. 

Samson will attend the University of Pittsburgh's College of 

Business Administration. 

 

My father’s side of the family is Italian, and 

that half of the family’s love of food has inspired 

traditions of food preparation within our family.  I love 

simply lying out and kneading dough, washing fresh 

tomatoes, grating mozzarella and parmesan cheeses and 

adding fine herbs and spices with a splash of olive oil to 

any recipe.  I’ve been through so many dishes with my 

pasta maker that I feel a special connection has been 

established.  However, I’ve never been able to cook 

with my dad, who left when I was around six years old.  

I have this special tradition, an appreciation for Italian 

food and cooking that I can’t share with my one Italian 

parent.  His leaving has inspired me, not only to 

continue cooking, but to push myself and work hard in 

all that I do.  Through my hard work, I embody one of 

the most prominent political figures in Italian political 

history: Niccolò Machiavelli. 
   

Niccolò Machiavelli revolutionized the political 

landscape of Italy and the world with his books and 

work in government. His most famous work, The 

Prince, sheds light on a unique style of political 

paradigm that transformed the world of political science.  

Unfortunately today Machiavelli is misunderstood as an 

evil renegade whose teachings are inherently bad and 

morally disconnected.  However, this view of 

Machiavelli is skewed. His teachings are incredibly 

wise but the leaders who practice his ideas abuse the 

intentions of attaining and retaining power.  Machiavelli 

has inspired my political and business career in addition 

to my cultural awareness.  The real Machiavelli and his 

ideals stood for having a goal to be realized and then 

achieving it through the rigor of one’s work.  Hopefully 

the inspiration of Machiavelli will carry me through 

tough times as ambition has carried so many great men 

before me.  
 

 My interest in Italian culture and politics 

heightened after studying the Machiavellian era, a time 

where foreign powers were plagued with corruption and 

Italian city-states ruled with relative autonomy.  

Machiavelli rose through the ranks of government 

through hard work and political maneuvering, first 

through his appointment to the office of the second 

chancery, then by his promotion to diplomat, and finally 

via his career as a military overseer, where he reinforced 

the Florentine army with citizens instead of mercenaries.  

However, Machiavelli’s most important contribution to 

society is undoubtedly The Prince, a political novel 

consisting of maxims and theories in the rise of a “new” 

prince to the world of power.  For this prince, “the ends 

justify the means” meaning that the goals of political 

and social maneuverings are more important than any 

limitations or restrictions on seeking out those goals.  

However, there were many people, including the ruling 

class of Florence, the Medici family, who disagreed 

with Machiavelli and condemned him and his works as 

slanderous propaganda.  His works, including The 

Prince, were outlawed by the Catholic Church, which 

viewed any works that proposed the transfer of power 

from one entity to another as treasonous.  Machiavelli 

had written The Prince with the intent of targeting both 

the Catholic Church and the Medici family, who ruled 

through fear and unjust control.  It was the hope that 

new leaders would rise from amongst the common 

people and, using political maneuverings to circumvent 

the established corrupt government, come to power and 

represent the true ideals of the people.  The Medici 

family eventually ousted Machiavelli and he therefore 

retired to his estate for the remainder of his life.  While 

at his home in Florence, Machiavelli wrote additional 

plays and letters but his thirst for politics was 

unquenchable, and he continued to have correspondence 

with influential Florentine politicians, with the hopes of 

returning to politics someday.  Machiavelli died in 1527 

with dignity for what he believed in: that ideal 

politicians need to first be real politicians and fight for 

the political power they so desire and then become ideal 

leaders who embody the characteristics of chivalry and 

compassion. For Machiavelli, realism and idealism in 

the political world were linked ideas, and this thought 

broke ground on the political and moral foundation for 

Italy during the Renaissance and for the world today. 
 

Machiavelli’s ideas have had a profound impact 

on my life and the way I view my Italian culture.  

Politics has always interested me.  Machiavelli’s ideas 

of what motivate people to achieve power through 

dedication and hard work inspires me.  Machiavelli’s 

teachings have transcended his time and have affected 

many Italian leaders of history, both positively and 

negatively.  I view many Italian leaders throughout 

history as ambitious and methodical.  Although many of 

these Italian leaders effectively used Machiavellian 

concepts to gain power, only some had the ability to 

successfully transition these traits to effectively govern.  

Machiavelli intended his teachings to be used for good, 

not the evil ways in which leaders exploit these 

teachings.  For example, Benito Mussolini who 

ruthlessly consolidated his power and abused his rights 

as a political leader in 1925 to achieve absolute 

dominance, was unable to effectively maintain and use 

his power for any long term good.  Similarly, Silvio 

Berlusconi was a shaky yet notable entrepreneur and 

Prime Minister for nine years who managed a 

corporation through which he committed tax evasion 

and a sporadic and troubled political career.  For these 

two men, even though the ends did justify the means in 

attaining power, it is what is done with the acquired 

power that makes a man truly great.   
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Sicily by Katilyn VanTash of Manheim Township High School.  

Katilyn will attend Lebanon Valley College majoring in 

childhood and special education. 

 

 Like most Americans today, I consider myself a 

“mutt”.  My family heritage from my mother and 

father’s sides can be traced back to Ireland, Scotland, 

Germany, Austria, and Italy, but the Italian lineage has 

influenced me the most.  Because of this, I have chosen 

to write my essay on the Italian region that my great-

grandparents are from.  My father’s mother was “100% 

Italian” as some people refer to it.  Her given name at 

birth was Serafina Dorothy.  She had 4 sisters: Teresa, 

Genoretta, Vicenza, and Francesca. They were born in 

Staten Island, NY.  Her parents, or my great-

grandparents, were born in Italy.  They were Phillip and 

Fannie and they were from Sicily. 
 

 Sicily is an island of Italy in the Mediterranean 

Sea.  The capital of Sicily is Palermo.  Sicily has been 

inhabited for 10,000 years.  There have been many 

different cultures living in Sicily over time.  Because of 

its location, it has been a sort of melting pot of ethnic 

groups including Greeks, Italians, Arabs, Phoenicians, 

Normans, Iberians, and Bourbons, just to name a few.  

But in 1860, as a result of the Giuseppe Garibaldi’s 

revolt, Sicily was liberated from the Bourbons and in 

1861 was incorporated into the United Kingdom of 

Italy.  In 1946, Italy became a republic and Sicily 

became an autonomous region. At this time, Sicily was 

plagued with social, political and economic problems 

including high illiteracy and unemployment rates, 

coupled with natural disasters.  The autonomy freed 

them of Mussolini’s regime, but the Mafioso quickly 

regained a large part of Sicily as they had in the 1800’s. 
 

 The language of Sicily, Sicilian, is a result of 

the influences of so many different cultures over the 

years.  Many people are bilingual in Italian and Sicilian.  

Sicilian is a language derived from Latin with a mix of 

Greek, Arabic, French, Spanish, and German.  There are 

regional dialects as well. 

 

The island is mostly mountainous, with the highest point 

being Mount Etna, standing at 10,890 feet.  Mount Etna 

is a volcano and is very active, having last erupted in 

2011.  It is the tallest active volcano in Europe.  The 

climate is subtropical and Mediterranean, meaning mild, 

wet winters and hot, dry summers.  At their closest 

point, Sicily and Italy are separated by just 2 miles in the 

northern part of the Strait of Messina. 
 

 The Sicilian people are a very diverse group, 

having been influenced by so many cultures throughout 

the years.  They have a variety of traditions form old 

religious beliefs to agricultural lifestyles.  Their sayings 

and beliefs range from how to enter and exit a house to 

when to make bread during the year.  There is a 

lingering belief in forms of witchcraft, like the “evil 

eye” and need for exorcisms for those who have been 

taken over by devils.  Consequently, many Sicilian 

proverbs have lasted throughout the years, like: “You 

can’t have meat without the bone”; “Do not be too 

sweet lest you be eaten; do not be too sour lest you be 

shunned”; and “If it doesn’t stain, it soils”. 
 

 Throughout the years, more and more Sicilians 

began immigrating to the United States to escape the 

economic and political conditions of Sicily. Many 

Sicilians believed they would later return to Sicily but 

they soon felt alienated from there Sicilian relatives as 

they became more interested in American Culture. 

However, towards the end of the twentieth century 

people of the Sicilian heritage gained a renewed interest 

and began to study several customs and traditions from 

Sicily, Italy. 
 

 Economic success for the Sicilian family was 

contingent upon the contribution of every family 

member. The father made most of the decisions in the 

family. The mother held the task of running the 

household but she did not have the same amount of 

authority as the father. The children of the Sicilian 

families took the responsibility of household chores. 

The father was usually very protective of his daughters 

in the Sicilian household.  This makes me think about 

my great grandfather and how much he must have 

worried, having five daughters to worry about.  He 

probably wanted to make sure that they all married well 

and were taken care of when they were old enough to 

marry.  Much of this family loyalty, however, seemed to 

disintegrate when Sicilian people migrated to the United 

States. Many changes that occurred to the family 

dynamics was that the women of the family began to 

work outside the house. Children also worked more 

frequently after they finished their day at school. 

Furthermore, the children became more independent.   
 

 Researching and learning about Sicily has 

definitely been interesting to me, but it also has made 

me sad.  My grandmother (Grandma) was my link to the 

Sicilian side of my family and she passed away in April 

of 2013.  She got sick pretty quickly and before we 

knew it, she was in the hospital, unable to talk and then 

passed.  Talking about the Sicilian people reminds me 

of her.  She frequently talked of her “beliefs”, and 

especially the “evil eye”.  One would definitely be able 

to see the connection of her attitudes and actions to 

older Sicilian traditions.  I wish she were alive today so I 

could ask her about her Sicilian up-bringing and how 

her parents raised her and her sisters.  Hopefully I can 

continue to bring a little Sicilian  tradition into my 

household and keep the Italian piece of my heritage 

alive. 
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Lazio by Gary Saporetti of Lancaster Catholic High School.  

Gary plans on attending Drexel University with a major in 

Materials Science and Engineering.  

 

 My family ties come directly from the region of 

Lazio, Italy.  In 1907, my great grandfather left the 

municipality of Fiamignano, which was then located in 

the Province of L’Aquila, to come to America.  In 1927, 

Fiamignano became identified with the Province of 

Rieti in the region of Lazio.  It is through learning about 

my Italian heritage that Lazio became very important to 

me.    
 

Lazio is one of the twenty administrative 

regions of Italy and is situated in the middle of the 

country. With about 5.7 million residents and a GDP of 

about 170 billion euros, Lazio is the third most 

populated region of Italy and has the second largest 

economy in the nation. Lazio also contains the most 

populated city in Italy, Rome, which serves as the 

regional and country capital.  
 

 Lazio has a land area of about 6,655 square 

miles making it the ninth largest region by area in Italy. 

Many other regions in Italy border Lazio; to the North it 

is bordered by Tuscany, Umbria, and Marche; to the 

south it is bordered by Campania; to the east Abruzzo 

and Molise; and the western border is made up by the 

Tyrrhenian Sea. The geography of Lazio is mainly flat 

with some hills and a small mountainous area to the 

most extreme eastern and southern parts of the region. 

The coast of Lazio is comprised of sandy beaches with 

small islands not too far off the mainland of Italy. The 

third longest river in Italy, the Tiber river, cuts through 

the center of Lazio and directly into Rome where it has 

served as the main water source since it was founded. 

The Tiber joins the Aniene River before emptying into 

the Tyrrhenian Sea. The mountains in the east are a part 

of the Apennine Mountain Range, which were formed 

by a collision of tectonic plates.  The tallest point in 

Lazio is Mount Gorzano, standing at 8,064 feet on the 

border with Abruzzo. 
 

 Lazio has a rich history that dates back to the 

ancient roman times. The name Lazio 

comes from the Latin group of people who were living 

in the area at the time. The Latini people, as they were 

called, got their name from the Latin word “latus” 

meaning wide. This refers to the flat land that makes up 

the region of Lazio. The Latin that was spoken here was 

passed onto the city of Ancient Rome. The people that 

lived in Ancient Rome were mostly the Latini people, 

but it was also very diverse having residents from all 

over the world. In the ancient times, Latium was much 

smaller and was divided amongst the different smaller 

communities that were living there at the time. The 

Tiber River made the northern border of this territory. 

Emperor Augustus unified part of Italy, dividing it into 

eleven different regions. Lazio, Campania, and Neaplois 

became Region I. After the Gothic War, the Byzantine 

Conquest, and wars with the Lombards, Lazio regained 

its freedom with power given to the Roman Bishop who 

had properties there. After a power struggle between the 

Bishops of Rome and Lords living in Lazio, the papacy 

regained Lazio and made it apart of the Papal States. For 

a short time, Lazio was a member of the Roman 

Republic as a puppet state of the First French Republic 

under the rule of Napoleon Bonaparte. Lazio was 

returned to the Papal States for a short time, then it was 

annexed back to France until 1815 when it was returned 

to the Pope. On September 20, 1870, Lazio was 

incorporated into the Kingdom of Italy. In 1927, the 

province of Rieti joined Lazio. 
 

 The people of Lazio are involved in many 

different types of work. The main traditional sources of 

income of the Laziale people are agriculture, crafts, and 

fishing. The people involved with agriculture grow wine 

grapes, fruit, vegetables, and olives. New types of 

employment have developed recently for the Laziale 

people including industry south of Rome; because 

Rome is a hub for international travel and business.  

Industry has used Rome as a building block to export 

products and expand business. Rome is the largest city 

in Lazio with approximately 2.6 million residents. The 

people of Lazio enjoy watching sports, and have 

connections with many different kinds. The most 

famous is soccer, with the two most popular teams in 

the region, S.S Lazio and A.S Roma, playing in the top 

Italian League called Serie A.  
 

  Even though my great grandfather moved out 

of his home country and across the ocean, he never left 

his Italian heritage behind, and it influences my family 

even today. One of the things that he brought with him 

was his Catholic faith. He attended Mass every day and 

made the Catholic faith a part of his family’s life, too. 

Because of my family’s strong Catholic faith, I attend 

Catholic school and have been an altar server at Sacred 

Heart of Jesus Church since 5
th
 grade.  He also brought 

with him the agriculture of the region. He would grow 

and sell vegetables that were very popular back in 

Lazio, such as tomatoes. My family still grows tomatoes 

and peppers. He also brought along with him the feast of 

the seven fishes. This meal has become an annual 

tradition of the Christmas season for my family. The 

recipes that are used come directly from my great 

grandmother and great grandfather who brought them 

from Italy. Even though my great grandfather left Lazio, 

Lazio never left him, and it is a big part of my life today. 
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Come and join us for our annual Family Picnic: 

Sunday, September 21, 2014 
 

Liederkranz Pavilion 
 

Noon to 5:00PM 

 

• Main Course and Beverages will be provided. 

• Families attending are asked to bring a dish to share. 

• Fun and games for the whole family.  

• Special activities are planned for children 16 years of age 

  and younger.  

 

 

See the picnic flyer included in this Newsletter for more 

details and to register your attendance. 

 

 

Any questions, or if you would like to help in the day’s 

events, please call John Villella at 569-2203 or Stephanie 

DiCola at 468-9636. 

 

 

 

               
 

 

Lancaster Italian Cultural Society Officers 
 

President - Charles Criniti 

Phone: 898-0857 JSBCriniti@aol.com 

 

Vice President - Frank Provanzo 

      Phone:  898-2503 jscotbuild@aol.com  

 

Treasurer- David Ferruzza 

    Phone: 569-6909 ferruzzad@etown.edu 

 

Secretary - Helen Ebersole 

Phone: 393-3663 helenno5@aol.com 
 

  

Newsletter Committee 

James J. Lombardo, Editor 

Ann Marie Petrone 

Karen J. Lombardo 

 

Board Members 

George Belforti 

Makila Carello 

Rudy DeLaurentis 

Stephanie DiCola 

Enrica Gerhart 

Rosemary LaFata 

Ann Marie Petrone 

John Villella 

 

Past President   

Jeannie Hubbs 

 

Webmaster   
Lee Gerhart 

 

 

2014 

CALENDAR FOR MEETINGS AND EVENTS 

(Subject to Change)  

 

Sunday, September 21
st
    Annual Picnic                                          Liederkranz Pavilion 

 

Saturday, October 18
th

       Annual Spaghetti Dinner Fundraiser     St. John Neumann Church 

 

Sunday, November 9
th

        General Meeting/Featuring Fred Rodger           Liederkranz 

 

Sunday, December 14
th

       Christmas Party Eden Resort 

  

BOARD OF DIRECTORS' MEETINGS--TUESDAYS, 6:30 PM AT ST. JOHN NEUMANN 

  

August  12  -  October 14  -  December 9 

 

 

 

  

  

  

 

mailto:helenno5@aol.com
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EDITOR'S NOTE by James J. Lombardo: 

AS WE CELEBRATE THE 15TH 

ANNIVERSARY OF OUR SOCIETY, IT IS 

GOOD TO REFLECT ON OUR PAST SO WE 

CAN APPRECIATE WHAT WE HAVE AND 

PROJECT INTO THE FUTURE. 

 

The history of Italian presence in Lancaster began with 

the US Census recording a Pasquella Spinelli arriving in  

Elizabeth Township in 1876. Several other Italian 

names could be found in that census.  From this 

auspicious beginning, the Italian presence in Lancaster 

grew and prospered. 
 

The fledgling Italian community tried to start an Italian 

Church in Lancaster in 1919. But, the then Bishop 

McDevitt disapproved of and denied the request on the 

basis that such a church would deter assimilation of 

Italians into the mainstream community. 
 

In 1921, a group of Lancaster Italians formed the 

Societa Di Mutuo Socorso Santo Innocenzo, a mutual 

aid society for Italians.  Santo Innocenzo, Saint 

Innocent, is the patron saint of Gasperina, a small 

village in Calabria where most of Lancaster’s Italian 

immigrants lived.  This society provided financial aid in 

time of sickness and some money to help bury a 

member who died.  Later, as it grew, it helped members 

purchase their first homes in Lancaster.  As the society 

began social programs and businesses provided 

insurance, the need for this lodge waned and, in 1982, it 

dissolved when its membership went below 100.  It 

distributed just under $150,000 among the remaining 

members. 
 

In 1929, the Order of Sons of Italy in America formed a 

lodge in Lancaster.  Known as the Lancaster Lodge 

1524, Nuova Gallileo Gallilei, it grew and remained 

active until 1997. With fewer than 50 members, it 

merged with the York Lodge 528, which still exists 

today. 
 

In 1932, the Lancaster Italian American Citizens Club 

was formed.  Just as the Santo Innocenzo Lodge 

addressed the insurance and financial needs of 

members, the IACC addressed the social needs.  The 

club bought a building at 335 N. Queen Street and, on 

Sundays, the Ladies Auxiliary cooked homemade pasta 

and pizza for members and guests.  The Club was home 

to briscola games, wedding receptions, Italian Days 

Festivals and dances, as well as sporting its own bocce 

court.  The club helped immigrants attain American 

citizenship and filled the 300 block of N. Queen Street 

with aromatic sensations of homemade Italian sauces 

prepared by the Ladies Auxiliary every Sunday.  The 

club had a blood bank, bowling and baseball teams, 

picnics, dances, bocce and mother/daughter and 

father/son events.  Unfortunately for the club, as 

assimilation took hold and younger Italian Americans 

found success and acceptance in other social clubs, 

membership of IACC  dwindled. Only 76 members 

were left in 1999 and the club dissolved and the building 

was sold.  These three organizations existed but, in 

reality, left no physical presence that Italians were here.   

While the Lancaster Italian Cultural Society is the fourth 

and current manifestation of Italian presence, there is a 

lasting legacy and physical presence of the Italian 

existence in Lancaster that remains in the form of a bust 

of Columbus found on Lenox Lane in the city.  Long a 

dream of Antonio Palumbo, it took many years to gain 

approval of city fathers. Thanks to former Mayor Scott 

who kept the idea alive and, in the interim, supported 

the formation of the Lancaster Bocce League and 

Mayor Morris who formed the committee to raise funds 

for the statue, we now have two public 

acknowledgements of the Italian community in 

Lancaster, the Columbus Statue and the Lancaster 

Bocce League. 
 

NOW, with that background, we can go back to 1999 

when the IACC dissolved.  Thanks to the foresight and 

initiative of Al Rossi, this society took shape.  Well 

beyond the need for mutual assistance and societal 

needs, Rossi foresaw the need to preserve and remind 

Italian Americans of their cultural significance and 

history, thus the name of our society, the Lancaster 

Italian Cultural Society. 
 

From austere beginnings, the society grew and here we 

are celebrating 15 years of education, work, fun, service 

and contributions to community. 
 

Now allow me to take you through a tour of what the 

Society did over the past fifteen years.  Note, however, 

the accomplishments represent many hard working 

volunteers who served and continue to serve as officers, 

board members, committee chairpersons and the many 

unsung and unrecognized members who work and 

support this organization.  Let us not forget them, for 

they make us what we are. 
 

LICS Accomplishments and Contributions to 

Community are many. Here is a sampling… 
 

In the cultural programs we presented: 
 

 The history of the Italian language  

 Christopher Columbus 

 Carlo Levi 

 Archeology digs by F and M students in Italy 

 Italian Renaissance art  

 The Italian lifestyle 

 Italian immigration into Central PA 
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In the trips we took to: 
 

 Ellis Island 

 St. Anthony Festival in Wilmington 

 San Gennaro Festival in New York 

 Opera in Philadelphia, Lancaster and Hershey 

  Italy 

 Baltimore's Little Italy 

 Villa Roma in New York 

 Philadelphia Flower Show 
  

In the special events we held: 

 9 annual Carnevales 

 5 annual Multi-Cultural  Fests 

 15 annual Picnics 

 7 Annual Spaghetti Dinners 

 6 Annual Vendemmia (wine festivals) in 

Wilmington 

 With Charles F. Snyder Funeral Home and St   

Anthony's Church, a donation of tombstone for 

unmarked grave sites of 4 Italians at St. 

Anthony's Cemetery, unmarked since 1906 

 Italian Language Classes--basic and advanced 

In the contributions we made to: 
 

 Hospice 

 Mom's House 

 Lancaster Council of Churches Food Bank 

 Haiti Relief Fund 

 Children's Miracle Network 

 Lancaster Opera Company 

 American Heart Association 

 United Support Group 

 We're all God's Children 

 L'Aquila Italy Earthquake Fund 

 Lydia Women's Center 

 East Hempfield Township Bocce Courts 

 Manheim Township Bocce Courts 

 St. John Neumann 

 School District of Lancaster  

 Clare House 

 Lancaster Lions Club 

 S. June Smith Center 

 

Succeeding Presidents  Rudy DeLaurentis,  Nella 

Seward, Mike Mastromatteo, Joe Sebastian, Susan 

Cappiello,  Jennie Di Cola,  Jeannie Hubbs and our 

current president, Charles Criniti all contributed to the 

Society's ongoing accomplishments: 
 

 High School Scholarship Program 

 Cooperation with F & M College Italian Dept. 

 LICS Cook book 

 5th, 10th and 15th anniversary celebrations 

 Purchase of Italian Flag and Officer medallions 

 

 Formation of Dance Group Sollevare 

 Italian-American of Year Award 

 Southeast Wall of History Plaque at Crispus 

Attucks commemorating Italians in Lancaster 

 Web site 

 E-blasts  

 

 

 
 

 

 

The Lancaster Italian Cultural Society presented a check 

in the amount $3,230 to the Pennsylvania Wounded 

Warriors, Inc., a state-wide non-profit organization 

whose mission is to help restore wounded warriors to 

good physical, mental and emotional health. 
 

The organization supports Pennsylvania Wounded 

Warriors and their families and veterans in crisis with 

funds for home repairs, utility payments, mortgages, 

medical bills and equipment not covered by other 

means.  Staffed entirely of volunteers, they receive no 

funds from the national Wounded Warrior Project and 

rely solely on financial support from donations of 

individuals, civic, professional and business groups and 

local veterans organizations. 
 

$3000 was raised at the 15th Anniversary celebration in 

May and $230 was donated during the Oldies Dance  

in June. 
 

Ms. Victoria Caparella, representing the Pennsylvania 

Wounded Warriors, Inc. Board of Directors, accepted 

the donation at a recent board  meeting of the Society 

where the check was presented by LICS President 

Charles Criniti and event Chairperson, Ann Marie 

Petrone. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ITALIAN SOCIETY MAKES DONATION 

TO PENNSYLVANIA WOUNDED 

WARRIORS 
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[Type a quote from the document or the summary of 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 
  

 

 
 

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

QUINDICESIMO ANNIVERSARIO 

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE LANCASTER ITALIAN CULTURAL SOCIETY ON THIER 15TH 

ANNIVERSARY AND TO ALL THE MEMBERS WHO MAKE OUR SOCIETY SO GREAT 
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 SUPPORT OUR SPONSORS 
PLACE YOUR AD HERE BY CALLING : 

ROSEMARY LA FATA   569-5200 
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SUPPORT OUR SPONSORS 
PLACE YOUR AD HERE BY CALLING : 

ROSEMARY LA FATA   569-5200 
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SUPPORT OUR SPONSORS 
PLACE YOUR AD HERE BY CALLING : 

ROSEMARY LA FATA   569-5200 


